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Solution Spotlight

BENEFITS

The Power of Expedite
Hospital

 Pinpoint and address quality-ofcare issues and data-collection
problems before data
are submitted
 Streamline workflow by allowing
customized abstraction worklists
 Optional module lets you abstract
and manage core measures while
the patient is hospitalized
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The Advantages of CareDiscovery Quality Measures
Data Uploads

§§ Quick turnaround time for uploaded data
§§ Ability to upload abstracted clinical data
§§ Quality control process applied to uploaded data
§§ Ability to upload a provider roster

Data Entry –
Abstraction

§§ Enhanced view includes full data-element questions for beginners and
basic view (shortened version) for experienced abstractors
§§ Tab-through shortcut for faster data entry with allowable-value,
drop-down fields
§§ Pop-up calendars for quick date entry
§§ Time-saving skip logic with links to understand skip-logic processing and
the ability to over abstract
§§ Easy-to-use, integrated measure sets for simultaneous abstraction
§§ Error Highlighting and Error Logs for identification of missing or
invalid data
§§ Error Warnings tied to CMS errors to prevent or alert you to
possible rejections
§§ Easy auto-fill antibiotic data entry
§§ Customizable user-defined fields with ability to export results
§§ Follow-Up and Note sections available to track additional patient details
§§ One-click access to the national core measures manual (data element tied
to each question) built right into the tool
§§ Additional Help links within the tool, including complete resource guides
§§ Categorization of measures available while abstracting

Productivity

§§ Measures at a Glance report promotes monitoring of overall
abstraction activity
§§ Ability to filter, sort, and print Episode list for creating custom work lists
§§ Flexible sampling options built into tool
§§ Dashboard promotes high-level view of abstraction performance prior
to submission

Reporting

§§ Large selection of predefined reports available as well as exports for
custom-designed reports
§§ Composite Measures reporting reveals your hospital’s overall performance
within a given measure set
§§ User-friendly reporting by individual physician and nursing unit allows you
to create individual report cards or comparison reports
§§ Relevant performance information in “Board Ready” report format
§§ Individual and System Hospital Value-Based Purchasing report for core
measure data

Exports

§§ Four export format options — Excel, TSV, CSV, HTML

Submission
Assistance

§§ Deadline notification posted and communicated via multiple sources
§§ Submission calendar within tool along with frequent
submission reminders
§§ Weekly submission to CMS feedback integrated into the tool
§§ Monitoring of sampling requirements
§§ Quarterly regulatory specification tool updates

Concurrent
Abstraction
and Expedite
Modules

§§ Efficiently identify cases, jump-start data abstraction, and spend more
time improving care for core measures patients while they are still in
your hospital
§§ Focus reporting to identify areas requiring rapid intervention
and improvement
§§ Reconciliation with final billed data to eliminate duplicate data entry
§§ Interfaces with the Hospital Information System to populate real-time
data for core measure cases

Implementation
Process

§§ A dedicated implementation team
§§ Guidance throughout the implementation process
§§ Timely implementation plan based on your needs

Custom Fields

§§ Flexibility in collection of additional data beyond core measure
data elements
§§ Control of questions and allowable values
§§ Easily export data from the custom fields for reporting (Custom Export)
§§ Design custom measure sets and assign to specific core
measure populations

Custom Exports

§§ Select and order any data elements
§§ Save and quickly rerun queries as needed
§§ Four export options — Excel, TSV, CSV, HTML
§§ Flexible and easy-to-use export design
§§ Advanced filter options

“CareDiscovery
Quality Measures
has improved the
rapport between the
Quality department
and the medical
staff. We’re giving
them the actionable
data they wanted,
and they’re
appreciative of it.“
Rebecca Jessie
Director of Quality Improvement
and Patient Safety
Rockingham Memorial Hospital

CareDiscovery Quality Measures
Unparalleled Support and
Unrivaled Results

§§ A dedicated product support team
that delivers live customer service

CareDiscovery Quality Measures offers
an easy-to-use product portal with
quick access to product information.
The 24-hour Community allows
client-to-client communication,

during operating hours
§§ Online help for accessing and
abstracting data, and in creating and
interpreting reports and analyses
§§ Online access to the latest Joint

including the ability to post a

Commission and CMS requirements,

question and get feedback from other

definitions, and standards

members. Community members also
receive product notifications from

§§ Web-based training sessions, and
field and telephone support

the CareDiscovery Quality Measures
product management and support
teams and is backed by the following
support services:

For more information
Send us an email at
info@truvenhealth.com or
visit truvenhealth.com

ABOUT TRUVEN HEALTH ANALYTICS
Truven Health Analytics delivers unbiased information, analytic tools, benchmarks, and services to the healthcare industry. Hospitals, government agencies,
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